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ABSTRACT Flexible numerology in 5G New Radio (NR) helps to reduce End-to-End (E2E) delay by
supporting different slot duration options. But, higher numerologies can increase signaling overhead (in
terms of Scheduling Requests (SRs) in uplink (UL)) for applications which are UL heavy in nature; as
a consequence, the E2E delay of such applications could be impacted. This sudden increase in SRs in
UL happens when the timing of the Constant-Bit-Rate (CBR) UL transmission is not properly aligned
with the slot duration of the numerology employed and aggressive emptying of the buffered data at the
User Equipments (UEs) by the UL scheduler. In this work, to minimize SRs while meeting the latency
requirements of the UL heavy applications like vehicular applications, we propose a novel UL MAC
scheduling algorithm named RETALIN. The proposed RETALIN is a queue-aware radio resource scheduler
that estimates the probability of SR with respect to each UE (vehicle) and anatomizes the transient queue
behavior by controlling backlogs of the UEs in order to reduce SRs and thereby mitigating an adverse
impact of numerology in the UL traffic while keeping a bound on E2E delay of the vehicular applications.
Extensive NS-3 simulations are performed to evaluate the performance of the proposed RETALIN scheme
with mobility traces taken from Simulation of Urban Mobility (SUMO) using OpenStreetMap. Simulation
results show that the proposed RETALIN scheduling scheme significantly reduces link delay for different
numerologies when compared with a state-of-art QoS scheduler. Further, RETALIN increases Packet
Delivery Ratio (PDR) while reducing signaling overhead due to SRs for UL scheduling. In the case of a High
Definition Map (HD Map) vehicular application, RETALIN assists in increasing the Offloading Success Rate
(OSR) over the QoS scheduler.

INDEX TERMS 5G New Radio (NR), Vehicle to Everything (V2X), Network Simulator 3 (NS-3),
Numerology, Radio Resource Management, Uplink scheduling.

I. INTRODUCTION

Emerging applications like Augmented Reality (AR), Virtual
Reality (VR), High Definition Map (HD Map), and services
with sporadic data patterns catapult the surge in uplink (UL)
traffic in 5G NR [1]. As a matter of fact, UL traffic is
gaining much more attention in 5G as compared to LTE [2].
UL traffic generated by these applications demands stringent
Quality Of Service (QoS) guarantees in terms of End-to-
End (E2E) delay and reliability. Moreover, mobility is a hot
commodity in the 21st century, ranging from high-speed
vehicles to hyperloop, which causes an external perturbation
to the UL traffic. In 5G NR Vehicle-to-Network (V2N) use
cases, E2E delay is an important key performance indicator

that dictates the QoS of the applications, and therefore it is
given utmost importance. Here, the MAC scheduler plays a
crucial role by assigning Transport Block Size (TBS) to each
User Equipment (UE) in UL. TBS calculation depends on the
number of radio resource blocks (RBs) assigned, Modulation
and Coding Schemes (MCS), and the numerology employed.

In the realm of MAC scheduling, not much attention is
given to UL scheduling in 3G/LTE as most of the traffic is in
downlink (DL), which is not the case in 5G and beyond net-
works [3]. Hence, challenges in the UL scheduling prevail as
unprecedented UL-centric traffic is expected from Vehicle to
Everything (V2X) and Internet of Things (IoT) applications.
Besides, scheduling parameters for UL, like Channel Quality
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Indicator (CQI), buffer occupancy level at UEs, and others,
are locally absent at the gNodeB for efficient allocation of
UL radio resources in a timely manner. This scheduling
information is conveyed to gNodeB via signaling messages.
As an example, a Scheduling Request (SR) is sent to gNodeB
as a request for Scheduling Grant (SG) in UL; after getting
an SG from gNodeB, Buffer Status Report (BSR) messages
are piggybacked with UL data transmission to indicate the
current buffer level of the UE1, and these BSR messages
can be sent to gNodeB mainly to indicate UE’s transmission
requirements [4], [5]. The SR, BSR, and other scheduling
information become the inputs for efficient scheduling of
radio resources in UL by the gNodeB.

To reduce E2E delay, 3GPP introduced many technologies
like flexible numerology, Massive MIMO, Bandwidth Parts
(BWPs), service multiplexing, and mini-slotting in 5G NR.
Specifically, numerology (µ) shortens the duration of the
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) sym-
bol; consequently, Transmission Time Interval (TTI) reduces,
but SubCarrier Spacing (SCS) increases by a factor of 2µ,
µ ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3, 4}, with respect to legacy 15 kHz SCS in
case of numerology 0. Numerology with different SCS and
cyclic prefixes can be viewed as an incontrovertible solution
for reducing wireless communication latency. However, nu-
merology creates a predicament for Constant-Bit-Rate (CBR)
traffic in UL which is characterized by a fixed packet size and
a fixed Inter-Packet Arrival Time (IPAT). Here, the E2E delay
could increase due to increase in SR requests, which may
be triggered due to varying processing times and decoding
latency associated with higher numerologies. Further, if the
CBR UL traffic timing is not in synchronization with the
slot duration of the numerology used and the UL scheduler
empties the Radio Link Control (RLC) buffer, as a conse-
quence, SR could be generated. In addition, over-dimensional
TBS (i.e., payload passed from MAC layer to PHY layer)
resources cannot be used with higher numerologies due to
a reduction in slot time [6]. So, we propose a queue-aware
algorithm for the UL scheduling in 5G NR named RETALIN,
which considers the probability of SR in the next TTI to
decide the allocation of radio resources for the solicited
BSR messages from the UEs. The algorithm dynamically
controls the UEs’ UL transmission rates to achieve a higher
Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) by reducing the percentage of
SRs in the network, while meeting QoS requirements of the
V2N applications. The key contributions of this work are as
follows:

• We propose a Queue-aware radio resource schedul-
ing scheme in UL named RETALIN that employs a
threshold-based rule for managing backlogs in the RLC
queues of the vehicles, thereby controls the UL trans-
missions in a way to reduce the higher signaling over-
head associated with higher numerologies and high
speed vehicles so that the E2E delay of V2N applica-

1Throughout this paper we use vehicles and UEs interchangeably.

tions is maintained within the acceptable delay budget
of the respective applications.

• We conduct extensive simulations using 5G-LENA
module with mobility traces taken from SUMO us-
ing OpenStreetMap to evaluate the performance of the
proposed RETALIN for numerologies 1 and 2. Simu-
lation results show that RETALIN outperforms legacy
scheduling schemes in terms of the E2E delay. RETALIN
reduces RLC delay, consequently reducing the overall
E2E delay when compared to a state-of-art QoS sched-
uler across both numerologies. RETALIN also increases
PDR for numerology 2 by decreasing the percentage of
SRs per packet in a vehicular environment.

• Evaluation of RETALIN jointly with OCTANE [7] (our
previous work on task offloading to a MEC system) in
case of HD Map application shows a further increase in
the performance of HD Map application.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section II
briefly explains 5G NR, scheduling timings, RRC, UL grant-
based handshake, and motivation for this work. Section III
presents the related work in this area. Section IV presents
the proposed system model, traffic model and probability of
SR calculation. Section V presents the proposed RETALIN
scheme and modified proportional metric. In Section VI,
we describe the simulation setup and present performance
results. Further, in Section VII, we take an HD map use case
and show how RETALIN helps improving task offloading
performance. Finally, we conclude the work in Section VIII
with some future directions.

II. BACKGROUND
This section provides the necessary background on 5G NR
on scheduling timings, RRC, and UL grant-based scheduling,
followed by motivation which highlights the importance of
reducing scheduling requests from the UEs for achieving
lower E2E delay.

A. 5G NR
5G NR supports two models for the purpose of UL trans-
missions: OFDM (i.e., to achieve high throughput efficiency)
and Direct Fourier Transform spread OFDM (DFT-s-OFDM)
(i.e., to minimize the Peak-to-Average-Power-Ratio (PAPR)).
5G NR operates under multiple spectrum access paradigms.
There are two Frequency Ranges (FR) that are stated: i) sub-
6 GHz (FR1: 450 MHz to 6 GHz) and ii) millimeter wave
(FR2: 24.25 GHz to 52.6 GHz) [8]. The maximum available
bandwidths in FR1 and FR2 are significantly higher than that
in LTE, that is 100 MHz and 400 MHz, respectively. As the
main design principle, 5G NR redefines SubCarrier Spacing
(SCS) as compared to LTE, where it was fixed to 15 KHz,
giving birth to the concept of numerologies. Numerology (µ)
can vary from 0 to 4, where each numerology has an SCS
of 15 × 2µ KHz, which shortens OFDM symbol and slot
length as given in Table 1. The essence of numerology lies
in the physical area occupied by RBs in a time-frequency
grid which is unity despite the scaling factor of SCS i.e., if
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it is reduced in one domain, it is compensated in another
domain of the time-frequency grid. Herein, the number of
OFDM symbols per slot and the number of subcarriers per
RB is set to 14 and 12, respectively, unchanged across nu-
merologies [9]. In contrast to the previous cellular technolo-
gies, different numerologies can be selected adaptively based
on the carrier frequency, use case, traffic type, deployment
scenario, target latency, and throughput requirements of the
applications.

TABLE 1: Characteristics of 5G NR Numerologies
µ = 0 µ = 1 µ = 2 µ = 3 µ = 4

SCS [kHz] 15 30 60 120 240
OFDM symbol length [us] 66.67 33.33 16.67 8.33 4.17

CP length [us] ∼ 4.8 ∼ 2.4 ∼ 1.2 ∼ 0.6 ∼ 0.3

Subframes in a frame 10 10 10 10 10
Slots in a subframe 1 2 4 8 16

Slot length [us] 1000 500 250 125 62.5

OFDM symbols in a slot 14 14 14 14 14
Subcarriers in a PRB 12 12 12 12 12

PRB width [MHz] 0.18 0.36 0.72 1.44 2.88

B. SCHEDULING TIMINGS AND PROCESSING DELAYS
IN 5G NR
In this section, we present different scheduling timers and
processing delays incurred during scheduling procedure in
5G NR.

• K0 timer: It is used in 5G NR for scheduling of PDCCH
(Physical Downlink Control Channel) and PDSCH
(Physical Downlink Shared Channel) transmissions. It
represents the minimum amount of time (defined in
terms of SlotOffset) between when a UE receives a
PDCCH allocation which carries Downlink Control In-
formation (DCI) and when it should start decoding the
corresponding PDSCH for the DL data. The K0 timer is
started when a UE receives a DCI on the PDCCH and is
used to synchronize the UE’s reception of the PDSCH
with the expected timing indicated by the DCI [10].

• K1 timer: It represents the amount of time between
when a DL data transmission happens over PDSCH
to the corresponding ACK/NACK transmission using
Hybrid Automatic Repeat Request (HARQ) mechanism
over Physical Uplink Control Channel (PUCCH) [11].

• K2 timer: This timer is used for scheduling PUSCH
(Physical Uplink Shared Channel) transmission after re-
ceiving a UL grant over PDCCH. It is started when a UE
receives an UL grant on PDCCH and starts transmitting
on PUSCH. In other words, K2 is the number of slots
given by the gNodeB to a UE for decoding the UL grant
and transmitting UL data over PUSCH in the indicated
scheduling opportunity. Here, the gNodeB conveys K2
(i.e., 0 to 32 slots [12]), mapping type, symbol start, and
length of the UL scheduled transmission [10].

• N1 and N2: These represent processing delays asso-
ciated during scheduling in 5G NR. N1 is the num-
ber of OFDM symbols required to process the DL
data received over PDSCH and then start transmitting
ACK/NACK over PUCCH. On the other hand, N2 is
the number of OFDM symbols required to process the

DL control info received over the PDCCH and then
start transmitting the corresponding UL data over the
PUSCH. N1 and N2 values change with different con-
figurations of numerologies and UE capabilities [13],
[14]. UE communicates N1 and N2 values to the asso-
ciated gNodeB so that it could set the values for timers
like K2 (e.g., K2 should be greater than or equal to N2).

• L2L1Processing: The time interval required for the
gNodeB PHY/MAC layers to encode control and/or data
channels is known as the encoding delay. Specifically,
it represents the delay between the MAC layer’s acqui-
sition of control/data from the RLC layer and when the
control/data becomes available for transmission over the
air [6].

• decodeLatency: The time delay in which data acquisi-
tion happens from the air by the PHY layer, and the data
block is available for processing at the MAC layer. In
case of UL, decodeLatency is incurred at the gNodeB.

C. RADIO RESOURCE CONTROL
The RRC layer is responsible for connection establishment
and release procedure between UE and gNodeB. Here, RRC
is a piece of state machinery related to a cascade of L1/L2
control signaling messages exchanged between UEs syn-
chronized with gNodeB using PUCCH/PDCCH. In addition,
RRC signaling messages offer a solution to handle system
access, interference coordination, energy saving, and mobil-
ity between a UE and gNodeB using measurement reports
and resource allocation (e.g., SR and BSR control messages).
Further, the RRC layer controls the scheduling of UL data
of UEs by configuring the logical channel prioritization by
assigning priority to each logical channel according to the
mapping of service classes, thereby assisting the MAC layer
in applying multiplexing and assembly procedures. In LTE,
RRC has RRC_IDLE and RRC_CONNECTED states; using
these two states, the UE maintains an active connection with
the serving cell (i.e., eNodeB) to receive and transmit data
by sending control plane signals. In the RRC_CONNECTED
state, the context between the UE and eNodeB has been
established. To do that, the UE informs eNodeB through sig-
naling messages to initiate RRC_CONNECTED state, where
control plane latency is incurred. Here, the UE remains in
the RRC_CONNECTED state when the UE has data to send
or receive; otherwise, UE changes its state to RRC_IDLE.
State transition also requires signaling overhead, introducing
an additional delay for extra messages. In the RRC_IDLE
state, upon receiving the paging message, the UE changes its
state to RRC_CONNECTED for transmitting UL data to the
eNodeB.

It is worth mentioning that 5G NR introduces a new inde-
pendent RRC state named RRC_INACTIVE, complement-
ing the existing states, RRC_CONNECTED and RRC_IDLE,
to support diverse requirements of services in terms of power
consumption, accessibility delays by means of flexible dis-
continuous reception configurations to assist applications like
sensors, social network notification, and VoIP applications,
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which have small data payload size. Here RRC_INACTIVE
state maintains the connection with gNodeB by storing the
access stratum context when there is no UL traffic to send.
UEs in the RRC_INACTIVE state can quickly switch back to
RRC_CONNECTED with less control signaling overhead and
avoid additional signaling delay as compared to switching
back from RRC_IDLE to RRC_CONNECTED, which has
high state transmission latency and more signaling overhead.
RRC state diagram is shown in Fig. 1. The gNodeB config-
ures an inactivity timer, referred to as Tin, for each UE in the
RRC_CONNECTED state. If the gNodeB detects a UE that has
not transmitted or received any packets within the duration
of Tin, it will release the connection and transition the UE’s
state to the RRC_INACTIVE.

FIGURE 1: 5G NR RRC State Transitions

D. GRANT-BASED UL PROCEDURE
5G NR supports grant-based UL transmission for UEs con-
nected to the gNodeB over the Uu interface, as illustrated in
Fig. 2, which is called Mode-1 resource allocation. In this
type of resource allocation, a UE seeks UL radio resources
from the gNodeB by sending a SR request, which gets
triggered when the UE has data in its RLC buffer and requires
Scheduling Grant (SG) from the gNodeB to transmit the
pending data. Here, the SR request is a flag transmitted to
the gNodeB via PUCCH to perform a handshake with the
gNodeB. In turn, the gNodeB sends a minimal UL grant to
the UE over PDCCH, where PDCCH carries a DCI. The
DCI contains MCS, RB allocation, and HARQ configuration
information so that the UE uses them over PUSCH for its first
UL data transmission. Along with the first UL transmission,
the UE sends BSR, which contains a quantized value of
the number of bytes pending in its Logical Channel Groups
(LCGs). The gNodeB, in turn, sends SG messages to allocate
an appropriate amount of UL radio resources (in terms of
RBs) to the UE.

The E2E latency depends on packet size and TBS of the
first UL scheduling assignment, which may lead to a 3-step
process (SR → UL-grant → UL-data) or a 5-step process
(SR → UL-grant → UL-data + BSR → UL-grant → UL-

data), and the processing delays (i.e., L2L1processing and
decodeLatency) and K2 timer.

E. MOTIVATION
If the MAC scheduler assigns over-dimensional TBS,
padding happens on MAC Protocol Data Unit (PDU), de-
creasing spectral efficiency. On the contrary, if the MAC
scheduler assigns diminutive TBS, it results in segmenta-
tion of the RLC Service Data Unit (SDU), consequently
increasing protocol header overhead and RLC signaling over-
head [15]. The authors of [6], [16] have shown how the E2E
latency of UL traffic could be impacted negatively due to
the interaction between the Inter-Packet Arrival Time (IPAT)
of application traffic, scheduling timings, processing delays,
and the slot length (which is numerology-dependent). This
problem is partially solved by increasing the K2 timer in [16].

This predicament in UL happens due to the synergy be-
tween decodeLatency of numerology, IPAT of the UL flow,
and UL scheduling procedure, which may trigger extra SR
messages that, in turn increase the latency as shown in Fig. 3
for higher IPAT traffic and in Fig. 4 for lower IPAT traffic
in case of µ = 1 with packet size L = 1500 bytes and
Tin = 6slots. Specifically, the RLC buffer becomes empty
due to the high IPAT of two consecutive packets in a flow
and if the allocated TBS to a UE is enough to empty the
RLC buffer before the next packet arrives and Tin timer is
expired. As a consequence, a UE requires an extra SR control
message that is sent without being piggy-backed with the
data. To explain why this is important, the UE must wait for a
UL grant to transfer the upcoming packet, thereby increasing
E2E delay of the packet. However, if IPAT of a flow is high,
a UE can send data without incurring penalization of an extra
SR message for a packet or using a short BSR message [4].
Moreover, the amount of RBs allocated by gNodeB MAC
scheduler to the UE is discerning but oblivious concerning
UE buffer level. Here, radio resources allocated to a UE is
a linear function that governs the TBS for a UE. Hence,
assigned RBs to a UE dictates the size of a TBS where TBS
increases when the number of RBs assigned to a UE is more,
and TBS also depends on numerology [10]. At the MAC
layer, data sent in a given TBS depends on the packet size of
a flow in a UE where the RLC queue is emptied according to
RBs assigned to a UE. In this, if the IPAT of a flow is high at
the RLC layer, control and signaling overhead (i.e., RLC AM
Mode, periodic BSR) [16]–[20] are sent and amalgamated
along with packets in the TBS. On the other hand, if the
IPAT of a flow is low, then overheads may be sent alone,
creating an additional SR request due to RRC timer timeout
in which RRC state changes from RRC_CONNECTED to
RRC_INACTIVE [12]. In addition, as slot time is reduced in
higher numerology, UE may not use over-dimensional TBS
due to the IPAT of the UL flow. With higher numerology,
the probability of the packet arriving is low in a reduced
slot time. Therefore the over-dimensional TBS left unused,
unnecessarily increasing the E2E delay of the flow. These
observations in UL traffic for higher numerology motivate us
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FIGURE 2: An example of Grant-based UL procedure in case of µ = 0 for transmitting one large packet of size L = 1500
bytes (with 32 bytes of header) followed by one small packet of size L = 60 bytes (with 32 bytes of header). The End-to-End
(E2E) latency is higher in the case of 5-step process incurred for transmitting the large packet in UL.

to design a radio resource scheduling algorithm to decrease
the additional SR requests while efficiently using the over-
dimensional TBS in high numerology.

III. RELATED WORK
Literature on the UL scheduling in cellular networks is scarce
while a plethora of research concentrated on the down-
link (DL) scheduling due to DL-heavy nature of Internet
traffic [3], [21]–[24]. In [25], the authors maximized the
weighted sum rate in each UL scheduling interval but fairness
among UEs was not considered. In [26], the authors pro-
posed a low-complexity solution with fairness consideration
to maximize the sum rate under individual rate and trans-
mit power constraints for Orthogonal Frequency-Division
Multiple Access (OFDMA) uplink. But these works did not
consider buffer status information of the UEs, which helps
to increase resource utilization efficiency while ensuring
fairness among UEs [27]. The UL scheduling also needs
to ensure subcarrier contiguity constraint i.e., contiguous
allocation of subcarriers in the frequency domain [28], [29].
Since the contiguous subcarrier allocation is NP-Hard in
nature, heuristic algorithms are proposed [30]. In this context,
in [31], a queue-aware backlog-based polynomial time algo-
rithm is proposed to maximize the average time throughput of
eNodeB for UL transmission. In [32], a queue-aware uplink
scheduling mechanism is employed to optimize resource
utilization based on BSR messages for general traffic arrival
at the UE. A state-of-art QoS-aware scheduler leveraging
several parameters like the default priority level of the flow,
the Proportional Fair (PF) metric, the Head-Of-Line (HOL)
delay, and the Packet Delay Budget (PDB) has been proposed
in [33]. Additionally, they introduced a delay budget factor
(D) denoting the delay-aware weight correlated with the HOL
delay and the PDB. This factor is computed as D = PDB /
(PDB - HOL). Incorporating this factor allows the proposed
QoS scheduler to address the low latency requirements across

various traffic types effectively.

UL-centric traffic has increased in cellular networks start-
ing from 5G NR due to introduction of diverse use cases
like vehicular applications (e.g., AR, VR, HD Map). These
emerging applications promulgate the need for equitable and
efficient UL scheduling in 5G NR. Hence, in [34], the authors
used deep learning prediction to assign radio resources for
UL transmission in advance without SR and the granting
process. However, the authors have not considered various
traffic types and the affect of different numerologies in their
study.

The introduction of different numerologies, some with
extremely smaller scheduling intervals, poses challenges for
radio resource scheduling as it needs to perform resource
allocation with a time resolution of ∼ 100 µs. In [35], the
authors designed a GPF+, an ultra-fast PF scheduler that
decomposes the original scheduling problem into a large
number of small and independent sub-problems and lever-
ages accelerators to solve these sub-problems. In [36], the
authors demonstrated the impact of the numerology on a
sliced TDD radio access network that is multiplexed over
both the sub-6 GHz and mmWave bands. It was shown that
higher numerology schemes do not always translate into
higher average spectral efficiency. In [6], the authors have
shown a case where the E2E latency of a UL application
could increase when a 5G NR network is configured with
higher numerologies due to the nature of interaction between
IPAT of the UL application, scheduling timings, processing
delays, and the scheduling interval (which decreases for
higher numerologies). It was shown that signaling overhead
increased with an increase in numerology for a certain IPAT
of the UL application due to rapid emptying of UE’s buffer
by frequent scheduling opportunities; consequently its E2E
latency increased. To tackle this problem, in [16] the K2
timer is increased from zero to keep the E2E latency under
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FIGURE 3: An example of Grant-based UL procedure in case of µ = 1 for packets of size L = 1500 bytes (with 32 bytes of
header) with IPAT = 16 slots and Tin = 6 slots. UL grant-based access procedure, including RLC overhead, RLC states and
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E2E delay of 1st and 2nd packets is the same: (8 slots + decodeLatency +L2L1Processing).
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with an increase in numerology from µ = 0 to µ = 1 because of low IPAT. 1st packet’s E2E delay is (8 slots + decodeLatency
+L2L1Processing). But the E2E delay of 2nd packet has been reduced to (7 slots + decodeLatency +L2L1Processing).

check. The authors of [37] considered an industrial scenario
to show that higher numerology does not always help in
reducing the E2E latency, particularly under Non-Line-of-
Sight (NLOS) conditions. The authors of [38] proposed a
utility-based analytical framework to choose an inactivity

timer to reduce signaling overheads for mMTC traffic in 5G
NR.

Although there exist numerous scheduling strategies to im-
prove various performance metrics like throughput, fairness,
latency, and resource utilization in cellular networks, to the
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TABLE 2: NOTATIONS

Symbol Description
V Set of UEs in a gNodeB with cardinality |V|= V
Ts Set of time slots with cardinality |Ts|= T and duration Ttti(µ)
Ttti(µ) Duration of a TTI for numerology µ
µ 5G NR numerology
Av[n] Arrival of requested bytes in nth slot from v, v ∈ V
Dv[n] The number of bytes served in nth slot at UE v, v ∈ V
Λv Mean arrival rate at v, v ∈ V in bytes/TTI
λ Arrival rate for M/M/1 queue at MAC layer of UE v, v ∈ V in bytes/TTI using BSR messages
µt Mean service for M/M/1 queue at MAC layer of UE v, v ∈ V bytes/TTI using SG messages
Pk,l(Ttti(µ)) Probability of a M/M/1 queue is in state l before been in state k for a duration Ttti(µ)
ϵ Violation probability threshold of a M/M/1 queue at MAC layer of UE v, v ∈ V
ϵ′ Violation probability of a M/M/1 queue after giving RB to a UE v, v ∈ V
qmax Bound on the M/M/1 queue length at the end of a TTI
Pv,NSR(t) Probability of SR not arriving in a TTI at the MAC Layer of a UE v, v ∈ V
PSR Probability of SR arriving in a TTI at the MAC Layer of a UE v, v ∈ V
P (x) Probability of a packet in a TTI at the MAC Layer of a UE v, v ∈ V
Tin RRC inactivity timer expiration of a UE v, v ∈ V
T p
in Number of TTIs elapsed since the BSR message received at gNodeB from UE v, v ∈ V

λ′ Arrival rate of user or control data at the MAC layer of a UE v, v ∈ V
PFv,r(t) PF metric per UE v, v ∈ V per TTI for a RB r, r ∈ R
αv Normalized backlog ratio per UE v, v ∈ V vary from 0 to 1
Uv Set of utility metric per UE v, v ∈ U
P th
NSR Probability threshold value of SR message

Kv Set of RBs allocated to the UE v, v ∈ V
L Packet Size
ηv Current MAC buffer size of UE v, v ∈ V
R Set of RBs in a TTI
Sv,r(t) Instantaneous data rate of a UE v, v ∈ V at RB r, r ∈ R
SR_List List of pending SRs at the gNodeB

best of our knowledge, none of them explicitly focused on
controlling signaling overhead caused by higher numerolo-
gies for a certain type of UL traffic in order to keep E2E
latency under check. Hence, in this work, we propose a novel
radio resource allocation scheme for UL traffic in 5G NR
named RETALIN that factors in fairness and buffer status
of UEs for reducing signaling overhead in the network and
thereby reducing the E2E latency of application traffic when
higher numerologies are used to suit mobile use cases of 5G
NR.

IV. SYSTEM MODEL
System model including traffic model is presented in this
section. Afterwards, an analytical expression for the prob-
ability of a Scheduling Request (SR) not arriving within a
scheduling interval (TTI) is derived. The notations used in
this work are given in Table 2.

A. SYSTEM MODEL
We consider a typical scenario of V UEs under the coverage
of a gNodeB in a highway environment as shown in Fig. 5.
The set of UEs is denoted by V = {1,. . . ,V } and indexed by
v ∈ V .

Each UE generates UL-centric data periodically i.e., pack-
ets arrive according to IPAT configured for the respective
application. Here, L denotes the packet size of the UE v and

U
plo

adin
g

Uploading

gNB
Radio resource allocation

5G
 U

u In
te

rfa
ce 5G Uu Interface

FIGURE 5: System Model

probability of x packets arriving in a TTI is given by P (x).
Since traffic at the MAC layer is a poisson process [39], [40],
the arrival rate of the SR in a TTI is also a poisson process
due to different slot timings for different numerologies [41],
[42]. Let X be the random variable representing the number
of packets at the MAC layer of UE v. X can be approximated
as a poisson random variable with λ′ = E[X]. Here, λ′ is the
arrival rate of application traffic at the MAC layer of the UE
and λ′ is set according to traffic types [43], [44].
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P [x = 0] =

[
1− e−λ′

(λ′)0

0!

]
(1)

=
[
1− e−λ′

]
(2)

In a time slot or TTI n, UL data arrived at vth UE’s MAC
layer is denoted as Av[n], and the data served by the gNodeB
is denoted as Dv[n], and these two are assumed as random
variables. The queue size qv[n] at vth UE’s MAC layer can
evolve as:

qv[n+ 1] = (qv[n] +Av[n]−Dv[n])
+ (3)

where (x)+ is defined as max{0, x}. The random variable
Av[n] is assumed to be a poisson process with a mean
value of Λv bytes/slot [40], [41], [45]. The departure Dv[n]
process can be defined as an exponential distribution which
is a service given by the MAC scheduler, running at the
gNodeB, to the UE by considering BSR reports, CQI, and
other scheduling info from the UE. Therefore, the underlying
queuing theory model for UL multiple access scheme forms
a discrete time and discrete state M/M/1 queue with the mean
arrival rate of λ bytes per TTI and the mean departure rate of
(i.e., service rate) of µt bytes per TTI.

Service rate of the UE is adjusted based on state k of the
M/M/1 UE queue such that the probability of the M/M/1 is in
a state higher than qmax after Ttti(µ) is bounded by ϵ i.e.,

∞∑
l=qmax+1

Pk,l(Ttti(µ)) ≤ ϵ (4)

The probability of the queuing system being in state l at
time Ttti(µ), given that it was initially in state k, is denoted
as Pk,l(Ttti(µ)). This transient behaviour of M/M/1 queuing
system has been studied in [32], [46], [47] which forms the
following closed form expression:

Pk,l(Ttti(µ)) =e−(λ+µ)Ttti(µ
[
ϱ

l−k
2 Il−k(zTtti(µ))

+ϱ
l−k−1

2 Il+k+1(zTtti(µ))

+(1− ϱ)ϱl
∞∑

j=l+k+2

ϱ−
j
2 Ij(zTtti(µ))


(5)

By utilizing the modified Bessel function of the first kind
I(.)(.) and ϱ = λ/µt, z = 2µt

√
ϱ, the MAC scheduler

computes µt for the next TTI (i.e, given to the UE using
SG). Here, the value of λ in bytes/TTI is determined by BSR
messages, while the queue is in state k. External parameters
are qmax, ϵ and Ttti(µ), which are set according to the
numerology used.

B. PROBABILITY OF SR
In this section, we derive the mathematical expression for the
probability of SR not arriving in a TTI, Pv,NSR(t). So the

probability of not generating a SR in a TTI is given by:

Pv,NSR(t) = [1− PSR] (6)

where PSR is the probability of generating a SR in a TTI.
A UE does not generate any SR if a packet arrives in Tin at
the MAC layer of the UE. T p

in is the number of TTIs elapsed
since the last BSR or SR message of the concerned UE.

Pv,NSR(t) = [P (x) + P (x)(1− P (x))

+P (x)(1− P (x))2

+ . . . P (x)(1− P (x))T
p
in−1

]
(7)

Pv,NSR(t) = P (x)
[
1 + (1− P (x)) + (1− P (x))2

+ . . . (1− p(x))(T
p
in−1)

]
(8)

Pv,NSR(t) = P (x)

[
1(1−(1−P (x))T

p
in )

1−1+P (x)

]
(9)

Pv,NSR(t) =
[
1− [1− P (x)]

Tp
in

]
(10)

Here, P (x) is the probability of x packets arriving in a TTI.
So, if SR should be generated then x > 0 and P [x > 0] =
[1 − P (x = 0)]. By substituting (2) into (10), Pv,NSR(t) is
an equation where P [x = 0] can be obtained.

Pv,NSR(t) = [1− (e−λ′
)T

p
in ] (11)

V. RETALIN: A QUEUE AWARE UL SCHEDULING
SCHEME FOR REDUCING SRS IN 5G NR
In this section, the proposed MAC layer scheduling algo-
rithm named RETALIN is presented. The RETALIN uses a
modified proportional fair metric that takes the probability
of SR (derived in the previous section) and backlogs of UEs
into account to decide the number of RBs to be assigned to
different UEs for their UL transmissions in 5G NR.

A. MODIFIED PROPORTIONAL FAIR METRIC
The Proportional Fair (PF) scheduling is used to achieve a
balance between maximizing the system’s overall throughput
and ensuring fairness among UEs by considering current
channel conditions and past resource allocations to the UEs.
The PF metric of UE v for a RB r in a TTI is denoted by
PFv,r(t) and it is given in Equation 12.

PFv,r(t) =

[
Tα′

v

Rβ′
v

]
(12)

Rv denotes the past average throughput of UE v and Tv de-
notes its instantaneous data rate. The parameters 0 ≤ α′ ≤ 1
and 0 ≤ β′ ≤ 1 could be used to balance between throughput
and fairness in the PF metric. The PF scheduling concerns
about only throughput and fairness, hence it can result in
poor E2E delay performance for latency sensitive applica-
tions like vehicular applications. To address the vehicular
applications’ E2E delay requirements, normalized backlog
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ratio can be taken into consideration, which is defined in
Equation 13 [48].

αv =

[
ηv∑|V|
v=1 ηv

]
(13)

Normalized backlog ratio of a UE v (αv) represents a drift
in the UL buffer length of UE v as compared to the ag-
gregated UL buffer length of all UEs in a TTI. αv value
varies from 0 to 1 for each UE. αv will increase as the
backlog of UE v increases due to bad channel conditions,
thereby giving more weightage as compared to other UEs;
as a result probability of getting more resources in a TTI
will increase for that UE. The UEs contend for channel
resources based on their normalized backlog ratios in order
to minimize their respective backlogs and the total network
backlog at the start of every TTI. This myopic rule maximizes
network throughput and reduces the total network backlog,
thereby helping latency sensitive applications meeting their
strict E2E delay requirements.

The utility metric Uv is the proposed PF variant used in
this work for UL scheduling at the MAC layer. The Uv has
three different components as shown below.

Uv = αv × Pv,NSR(t)× PFv,r(t) (14)

B. RETALIN: A QUEUE AWARE UL SCHEDULING
SCHEME FOR REDUCING SRS IN 5G NR
To assuage the predicament caused by numerology in the UL
traffic, as aforementioned in the previous section, RETALIN
− a queue-aware MAC scheduling algorithm − is put for-
ward in this work. It ranks the UEs based on the proposed PF
metric Uv shown in Equation (14) that assists in subsisting
the generation of SRs in the system. Here, RETALIN policy
is to facilitate latency sensitive communication services over
5G NR for opportunistic allocation of radio resources to
the UEs by keeping the backlog at the UL MAC queue of
the UE at qmax, thereby avoiding continuous connection
terminations between UEs and their associated gNodeB.
To maintain a balance between throughput and E2E delay,
RETALIN clears qmax backlog according to the threshold
value P th

NSR of the UE afterward, updating the backlog queue
information and Pv,NSR(t) for each UE per TTI. T p

in and
Pv,NSR(t) are reset per UE per TTI for every new arrival of
BSR or SR messages. The detailed procedure of RETALIN is
given in Algorithm 1, and it has two phases:

Phase I (Lines 1 - 12): In the first phase, RETALIN clears
the backlog qmax and the pending SRs from the SR_List
to satisfy the QoS requirements and gives Scheduling Grants
(SGs) to UEs so as to know the buffer lengths of UL MAC
queues of the UEs through BSR messages. To do that, ini-
tially, the set of RBs allocated to a UE v, v ∈ V is empty, i.e.,
Kv = {∅}, thereafter the algorithm iterates over all the UEs
in V (Line 1), to check the condition: Pv,NSR(t) is greater
than P th

NSR and ηv is less than qmax (i.e., it has checked for
a new BSR message from UE v, then ηv will be greater than

qmax) for each UE or any pending SR request is there for UE
v (Line 2). Next, if the condition in Line 2 is true, then the
RETALIN iterates over R RBs to clear the backlog ηv using
the instantaneous service rate Sv,r(t) on r over UE v (Line 5)
and assigns the RB r to a set Kv , henceforth removing RB r
from the set R (Line 6 - 7). Lastly, removing the UE v from
the set V after clearing the backlog of UE v (Line 10).

Phase II (Lines 13 - 35): After the Phase I, RETALIN allo-
cates remaining RBs in the set R to different UEs according
to their Uv metric values and ensures that the violation prob-
ability ϵ′ is less than a threshold value ϵ at every allocation
of RB r to the UE’s set, Kv . To accomplish that, RETALIN
iterates over remaining R RBs until all RBs are exhausted,
i.e., R = {∅} . First, RETALIN computes αv and Uv for each
UE where Uv comprises of product of three components: αv ,
Pv,NSR(t) and PFv,r(t) (Lines 15 - 18). Next, RETALIN
sorts the UEs in accordance with Uv metric in descending
order (Line 20). After that, RETALIN iterates over Uv to
find current violation probability ϵ′ of the UE UL MAC
queue using the transient Equation 5 of the M/M/1 queue.
If the violation probability is less than the threshold violation
probability ϵ, then RETALIN assigns the RB r to the UE v,
thereafter reducing the queue level of the UE v (Lines 22 -
28). At last, RETALIN could not find any UEs with violation
probability less than the threshold value ϵ. Thus, RETALIN
will allocate the RB r to the UE having the highest value of
Uv metric (Lines 29 - 33). For example, let us consider two
UEs, A and B. UE A surpasses the 50 Bytes threshold for the
queue size and has a violation probability above the specified
threshold value. Conversely, UE B’s queue size exceeds the
50 Bytes threshold but remains below the specified violation
probability threshold. In this scenario, RETALIN assigns RB
r to UE B since its violation probability is under the threshold
value. This indicates that after a TTI, there is a good chance
that the queue size will again surpass the threshold of 50
Bytes for the queue size, considering incoming UL data for
UE B as its violation probability is under the threshold value.

C. TIME COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
RETALIN scheme is executed for every TTI by the gNodeB.
The UEs are assigned radio resources according to P th

NSR

in Phase I and Uv in Phase II. Hence, RETALIN’s time
complexity depends upon the number of UEs in the set V
and the maximum number of RBs in the set R. In the worst-
case scenario, all UEs in V may be assigned some r, r ∈ R
RBs in Phase I, thereby making Phase I’s time complexity
to O(|R||V|). Further, Phase II iterates over remaining RBs
in the set R and sorting of Uv metrics has the time com-
plexity of O(|V|× log |V|). The Phase II has a complexity
of O(|R||V|× log |V|). Thus, the overall time complexity of
RETALIN consists of Phases I and II i.e., O(|R||V|× log |V|).
However, with extremely short scheduling intervals at higher
numerologies, radio resource scheduling faces challenges
due to the need for rapid scheduling. To tackle this issue,
we can leverage the capabilities of accelerators to perform
scheduling decisions within the allowed time limits [35].
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VI. SIMULATION SETUP AND PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In this section, we first describe the performance metrics,
simulation setup and then present the performance results of
the proposed RETALIN scheme by comparing it with a state-
of-art QoS scheduler [33], baseline PF and RR scheduling
algorithms.

Algorithm 1: RETALIN: A Queue aware and SR
based probabilistic algorithm for UL scheduling in
5G NR

input : V ,R, η, ϵ, µ, qmax, PNSR(t), P th
NSR, SR_List

output : K : Collection of sets of RBs assigned for various UEs.
Phase I:
forall v ∈ V do

1 if (((Pv,NSR(t) ≥ P th
NSR) && (ηv ≤ qmax)) ||

SR_Listv ! = ∅) then
2 forall r ∈ R do
3 if (ηv > 0 ) then

// Clear backlog and process
pending SR request from UE v

4 ηv ← ηv − Sv,r(t)

// Assign RB r to UE v
5 Kv ← Kv ∪ {r}
6 R← R \ {r}

// Remove UE v from the List V
7 V ← V \ {v}

Phase II:
forall r ∈ R do

8 ηtotalv ←
∑|V|

v=1 ηv forall v ∈ V do

9 αv ←
[

ηv
ηtotal
v

]
// Normalization of UEs

buffer values

10 Uv ← αv × Pv,NSR(t)× PFv,r(t) // Utility
metric of UE v

11 v∗ ← arg max
v

U

// Sorting Utility values of UEs in
descending order

U ← Sort (U, s.t.Uv > Uv+1)
// Number of UEs in U
V ′ ← Cardinality(U)

12 forall v ∈ U do
13 l← ηv − Sv,r(t)

// Calculate the violation probability
by using the current buffer status
ηv of the UE

14 ϵ′ ←
∑∞

l=qmax+1
(Pηv )l(µ)

// Check the violation probability
threshold

15 if (ϵ′ ≥ ϵ ) then
16 ηv ← ηv − Sv,r(t)

// Reduce the buffer level

17 Kv ← Kv ∪ {r} // Assign RB r to UE v
18 break

// If all the UE are having low
violation probability then assign
RBs to the UE with the maximum Uv

19 if (Index(Uv) = V ′) then
20 ηv∗ ← ηv∗ − Sv∗,r(t) Kv∗ ← Kv∗ ∪ {r}
21 break

A. PERFORMANCE METRICS:
In order to evaluate the RETALIN scheduling strategies per-
formance, we consider the following metrics:

• Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): PDR is a performance
metric used to evaluate the reliability of data transmis-
sion in a communication network. PDR represents the
percentage of successfully delivered packets relative to
the total number of packets sent.

• End-to-End delay: E2E delay refers to the total time
taken for a packet to travel from the UE application to
the gNodeB application in a communication network.
E2E delay encompasses the time spent in all layers of
the network, including the application layer, transport
layer, network layer, and link layer. It also includes the
time spent in various stages, such as queuing, process-
ing, transmission, and propagation.

• RLC delay: The RLC packet delay is the duration be-
tween the moment a packet is generated at the RLC
layer of a UE and when a packet is received at the RLC
layer of the gNodeB.

• SRP : SRP is the percentage of SRs (e.g., control or
signaling overhead) over the total number of packets
exchanged in the network.

• BSRavg: BSRavg is the average number of BSR mes-
sages used to transmit a packet in a network.

B. SIMULATION SETUP
We consider a two-way highway scenario of Pembina Canada
highway segment of 250 meters in length from the city of
Winnipeg in Canada (refer Fig. 6). In this highway seg-
ment, vehicular traffic is generated by using the Rapid Cel-
lular Network Simulation Framework (RACE) [49]. Here,
the RACE framework internally uses Simulation of Urban
Mobility (SUMO)2 for customized vehicle traffic genera-
tion, and highway maps are exported using OpenStreetMap3.
RACE uses the cellular infrastructure dataset provided by the
Canadian organization of Innovation, Science and Economic
Development (ISED)4, which includes Canadian cellular
providers like Telus, Rogers, and Bell. Here, in Fig. 6, ’S’
represents the start location of vehicles and ’F’ represent the
finish location of vehicles. This segment is assumed to be
served by a single 5G NR gNodeB. All simulation experi-
ments are carried out over the NS-3 based 5G-LENA [50]
module, which is used to realize 5G connections for the
vehicles. Different simulation parameters are listed in Table 3
and set according to [6], [16], [32], [43], [44].

In this simulated environment, each UE (vehicle) generates
Constant Bit Rate (CBR) UDP traffic in the UL direction,
communicating with a remote host linked to the Internet.
3GPP has established various 5QIs, encapsulating resource
type, priority level, Packet Delay Budget (PDB), and more,
outlined in [51]. These standardized 5QIs create a framework

2http://www.sumo.dlr.de/userdoc/SUMO.html
3http://www.openstreetmap.org/
4https://sms-sgs.ic.gc.ca/eic/site/sms-sgs-prod.nsf/eng/h_00010.html
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for services with shared characteristics, aiding in optimizing
signaling based on standardized QoS attributes. All UEs are
configured with the uniform 5QI value of 75 (V2X) in our
experiments. However, IPAT and packet size are used to
characterize UDP flows; a by-product of these two entities
gives the UDP flow rate of a vehicle, which is varied across
simulation experiments. Here, to show the adverse effect of
5G NR numerologies 1 and 2 on UL traffic, we measure
the E2E packet delay for different packet sizes in a ve-
hicular environment using RLC-AM (acknowledged mode).
The L1L2 processing delay is numerology-dependent due to
the gNodeB MAC scheduler working on a slot basis. The
decodeLatency is set to a fixed value as decoding time is
mainly related to CPU rate and available energy to perform
the task. So this value is independent of the numerology used.
To obtain statistical significance, the simulation experiments
are repeated 10 times and results are presented with 95%
confidence intervals.

FIGURE 6: Road segment considered for simulation experi-
ments.

C. PERFORMANCE RESULTS

In this section, we demonstrate the effectiveness of RETALIN
in terms of E2E delay, RLC delay (between vehicle’s RLC
layer to gNodeB’s RLC layer), SRp, and PDR for two
numerologies (i.e., µ = 1 and µ = 2) in different vehicular
traffic conditions. The simulation scenario is designed to
answer the query like what is the impact of mobility on
numerology for different packet sizes for a set of vehicles.
We also compare RETALIN with different MAC schedulers
and show how RETALIN reduces E2E delay and increases
PDR of vehicles.

TABLE 3: Simulation Parameters

Parameter Value
Number of vehicles 30
Mobility model Krauss
Average vehicle speed 20-80 kmph
5G NR gNodeB/UE TX power 46/23 dBm
5G NR gNodeB antenna pattern Canadian dataset
5G NR gNodeB antena model omni-directional
Vehicle antenna model Isotropic
5G NR gNodeB antenna tilt 15◦

5G NR gNodeB/Vehicle
antenna height 25 meter/1.5 meter

Carrier frequency 5.9 GHz
Channel bandwidth 30 MHz
Channel model UMa_LoS
5G NR numerologies (µ) 1, 2
5G NR MAC Scheduler RETALIN, PF, QoS [33]
Bound on the
M/M/1 queue length (qmax) 50 Bytes [32]

Violation probability
threshold of a M/M/1 queue (ϵ) 0.01 [32]

Arrival rate of the
packet or control data (λ′) 0.48 [44]

IPAT of UDP flow at UEs (vipat) 2 msec [16]
5G QoS Identifier (5QI) 75, GBR_V2X
P2P link Delay (S-gateway) 20 msec
Packet size (U ) of
UDP flow at vehicles 1000, 1400 Bytes [16]

1) Effect of P th
NSR on E2E delay and PDR for UL traffic

RETALIN clears qmax of a vehicle based on the value of
P th
NSR, it implies that the vehicle’s T p

in is large. Clearing
the backlog (qmax) means emptying the MAC buffer of
the concerned UE. However, if a newly arriving UL packet
(i.e., data or control packet) causes an extra SR because the
Tin timer expires and changes the RRC state of the UE to
RRC_INACTIVE, it can lead to potential issues. To avoid
this, RETALIN prioritizes clearing qmax of vehicles with low
values of P th

NSR. Vehicles with low values of P th
NSR have

lower T p
in, resulting in lower probability P (x) of their MAC

layer generating a new SR when Tin expires. By focusing
on these vehicles, RETALIN minimizes the likelihood of
generating unnecessary SR messages. In both the cases, E2E
delay and PDR are low as shown in Figs. 7 and 8. For
PNSR = 0.25, PDR is highest and E2E delay is lowest.
P th
NSR plays a dominant role in determining whether to clear

qmax of a vehicle for every TTI or not. Tuning P th
NSR of

vehicles can help to meet their QoS requirements, and using
P th
NSR, the service rate per vehicle can be adjusted. For the

rest of experiments in this work, we set P th
NSR = 0.25.

2) Effect of Numerology on UL traffic
In Figs. 9a and 10a, E2E delays are plotted for PF, RETALIN
and QoS scheduler [33] schemes for Vspeed = 60kmph for
µ = 1 and µ = 2 by setting packet sizes of UL traffic
to L = 1000 bytes and L = 1400 bytes, respectively.
Here, we can observe that with an increase in numerology
from µ = 1 to µ = 2, the E2E delay increased from
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FIGURE 8: PDR Vs P th
NSR for |V |= 30 with Vspeed =

60kmph where L = 1400 bytes.

31.882 msec to 33.024 msec in case of L = 1000 bytes
and from 32.366 msec to 34.076 msec in case of L = 1400
bytes for PF. Further, we can observe that with an increase in
numerology from µ = 1 to µ = 2, the E2E delay increased
from 31.7 msec to 32.9 msec in case of L = 1000 bytes and
from 32.3 msec to 33.8 msec in case of L = 1400 bytes for
QoS scheme. E2E delay has seen increments of 0.42 msec
and 1.5 msec for numerologies 1 and 2, respectively, when
considering packet sizes of L = 1000 bytes. Similarly, for
packet sizes of L = 1400 bytes, there were increments of
0.64 msec and 1.5 msec in the E2E delay for numerologies
1 and 2, respectively, in the case of PF and QoS schemes. In
Figs. 9b and 10b, we have plotted the variation in RLC delay
for numerologies 1 and 2 in case of L = 1000 bytes and
L = 1400 bytes, respectively. The reason behind increase
in RLC delay is the increased signaling overhead when we
switch from µ = 1 to µ = 2 as shown in Figs. 9c and 10c.
Here, the results indicate that increasing the numerology
from µ = 1 to µ = 2 increases the signaling overhead for
different packet sizes that in turn increases the RLC delay
and thereby leads to an increase the E2E delay in case of PF
and QoS schemes. On the other hand, as shown in Figs. 9d
and 10d, BSRavg decreases as we switch from µ = 1 to
µ = 2 for both the packet sizes (L = 1000 bytes and
L = 1400 bytes) due to transmission of more packets using
SR messages than BSR messages in µ = 2. This happens
with an increase in numerology, and it negatively affects the
E2E delay of UL traffic. The reduction in SRp for L = 1400
as compared to L = 1000 is because of vehicles asking
for more radio resources from gNodeB (through scheduling
grants) in case of L = 1400 as compared to L = 1000.
Due to this overall delay, the packet delay is increasing, but
the IPAT remains the same in both cases. As a result, the
subsequent UL packet is transmitted without an extra SR
message and is transmitted with the BSR message in the case
of L = 1400, as compared to L = 1000.

The E2E delay increases due to the way UL scheduling
mechanism is designed in 5G NR where 3-step process (SR
→ UL-grant → UL-data) or a 5-step process (SR → UL-

grant → UL-data + BSR → UL-grant → UL-data) is used;
therefore rise in SR requests increases the E2E delay. For
example, the theoretical delay of a packet will be 3 slots +
0.1 msec = 0.85 msec for µ = 2. A TBS lower than 850
bytes fits into one OFDM symbol with MCS=28, µ = 2, and
100 MHz channel bandwidth. However, a packet size larger
than 850 bytes requires the 5-step process and therefore its
delay would be 6 slots + 0.1 msec = 1.6 msec. On the other
hand, if BSR is piggybacked with the previous UL MAC
PDU, the delay comes down to 0.85 msec [16].

In contrast, RETALIN reduces SRp as compared to PF and
QoS schemes. Due to the reduction in SRp, the average E2E
delay for RETALIN comes down to 31.633 msec as compared
to 100 msec in case of RR scheme (not plotted in the graph)
and 31.882 msec in case of PF scheme and 31.7 msec in
case of QoS scheme for µ = 1 as shown in Fig. 9a. In case
of L = 1400 bytes scenario, RETALIN has SRp of 0.005%
and 0.004% as compared to PF’s 1.13% and 2.05% for µ = 1
and µ = 2, respectively. Due to reduction in SRp, the RLC
delay and the E2E delay decrease in RETALIN as compared
to PF. In summary, the proposed RETALIN scheme is able to
subsist SRp in the network and achieve lower RLC delay and
E2E delay by increasing average BSR per packet (BSRavg)
i.e., fragmentation of packets occurs more in RETALIN as
compared to RR and PF schemes.

Since RR scheduling scheme allocates the radio resources
blindly, without the knowledge of queue status and channel
state information, we can observe that RR has the highest
E2E delay. The PF scheduler outperforms RR as it consid-
ers the channel state information at the time of resource
allocation. It guarantees proportional fairness among UEs
(vehicles); without the knowledge of the backlog queue status
of the vehicles. The PF scheduler may assign high-quality
RBs to a vehicle that does not have much data to transmit,
or it may assign surplus RBs to a vehicle that immediately
empties its UL buffer and thereafter triggering an extra SR
for transmission of upcoming control or data packet in the
UL. Moreover, the QoS scheduler surpasses PF performance
by considering Head-Of-Line (HOL) delays and Packet De-
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FIGURE 9: Results observed in case of PF and RETALIN schemes by varying numerologies for UL packet size of L = 1000
bytes.

lay Budget (PDB) with PF metric. This inclusion allows
for more informed resource allocation decisions compared
to PF, ensuring a higher level of service quality. Unlike
these three schemes, RETALIN uses the transient equation
of M/M/1 queue to delay the transmission of packets in the
UL and thereby prevents unnecessary SRs in the network.
Also, a channel-aware, queue-aware, and PNSR based metric
is defined in Equation (14) to distribute RBs among the
vehicles. By doing that, the overall E2E delay of packets
in the network is reduced. In this way, RETALIN scheme
saves resources by leaving a residual backlog (qmax) in the
vehicle’s buffer and these saved RBs are given to those
vehicles with less probability of generating a SR in the TTI.
Thereafter, backlogs (qmax) of vehicles are cleared according
to PNSR of vehicles violating P th

SR at every TTI for maintain-
ing a trade-off between throughput and delay. By doing this,
we can use over-dimensional TBS and assist an upcoming
control or data packet to be piggybacked with a BSR message
without incurring the penalization of extra SR. In a nutshell,
RETALIN dynamically controls the UL buffers of vehicles,
overcomes the drawbacks of conventional schedulers like

RR, PF, QoS scheduler and dampens the negative effect of
higher numerology.

3) Effect of speed of vehicles on UL traffic

To study the effect of speed of the vehicles on UL traffic,
acceleration and speed parameters of the vehicles are varied
in SUMO. The traces so obtained from SUMO are exported
into NS-3 to mimic realistic movement of vehicles on the
highway segment considered. In Figs. 11a and 11b, E2E
delays are plotted by varying average speed of vehicles from
Vspeed = 20kmph to Vspeed = 80kmph in case of µ = 1 and
µ = 2 by setting the packet size of UL traffic to L = 1000
bytes. Here, we can observe that with an increase in numerol-
ogy from µ = 1 to µ = 2, the E2E delays of RETALIN
and PF increase from 31.75 msec to 32.72 msec and from
32.13 msec to 33.19 msec, respectively. Further, as shown
in Figs. 11d and 11e, PDR of vehicles for RETALIN and
PF decreases from 63.72% to 62.38% and from 63.75% to
61.32% when we switch from µ = 1 to µ = 2, respectively.
The reason is, as shown in Fig. 11c, RETALIN reduces SRp

from 0.03% to 0.003% as compared to PF from 1.14% to
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FIGURE 10: Results observed in case of PF and RETALIN schemes by varying numerologies for UL packet size of L = 1400
bytes.

1.87% when we switch from µ = 1 to µ = 2, respectively.
However, we can see that the average BSR per packet metric
(BSRavg) for RETALIN and PF reduces from 0.68 to 0.33
and from 0.68 to 0.33 when we switch from µ = 1 to
µ = 2, respectively as shown in Fig. 11f. On the other
hand, in Figs. 12a and 12b, the E2E delay is plotted by
varying Vspeed = 20kmph to Vspeed = 80kmph in case
of µ = 1 and µ = 2 by setting the packet size of UL traffic
to L = 1400 bytes. Here, the E2E delay is higher than the
previous scenario, while the PDR is lower.

Moreover, SRp of RETALIN and PF reduces as shown in
Fig. 12c. However, we can see that BSRavg of RETALIN
and PF remains almost the same for both the packet sizes as
shown in Figs. 11f and 12f.

As shown in Figs. 11d, 11e, 12d, and 12e, the average
speed of the vehicles negatively affects PDR of UL traffic
for all the schemes under the study. With increase in the
speed, channel estimation becomes difficult because the CQI
reports become outdated very quickly. Impressively, poli-
cies of RETALIN adapt well with respect to E2E delay, as
shown in Figs. 11a, and 11b, in comparison to PF and RR

schemes when the speed of vehicles increases. Changing
5G NR numerology can influence the delay and throughput
of the UL flows, thereby impacting PDR of the vehicles.
We found that RETALIN in case of µ = 1 performs better
than µ = 2 in terms of PDR. Subcarrier spacing increases
with numerology; so the more distant the subcarriers are
from each other, better they are protected from the varying
channel conditions [52], [53]. On the contrary, increasing the
subcarrier spacing slightly decreases the throughput of UL
flows [54]. This happens because a different fraction of the
bandwidth is utilized. For example, µ = 1 uses 0.36 MHz
PRB width, thereby utilizing 19.82 MHz, whereas µ = 2
uses 0.72 MHz, thus utilizing 19.5 MHz bandwidth. On the
other hand, for µ = 2, as shown in Fig. 11e, SRP rises
with an increase in numerology with the speed of vehicles
and hence PDR comes down. This happens due to a rise in
SRs by which some spectrum is wasted in transmitting SRs,
thereby causing deterioration in PDR achieved. The proposed
RETALIN reduces SRp and its effect is reflected in Fig. 11e
as 1% increase in PDR as compared to PF. On the contrary,
BSRavg is increased for RETALIN as shown in Figs. 11f
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FIGURE 11: Result observed in case of RETALIN and PF by varying speed of vehicles for UL packet size of L = 1000 bytes.

and 12f. Since it is a single-bit message, it does not affect
PDR of the vehicles. In Figs. 11c and 12c, we can see a spike
in SRp between Vspeed = 40kmph to Vspeed = 60kmph
due to increase in packet loss with mobility. However, from
Vspeed = 60kmph to Vspeed = 80kmph, a drop can be
observed in SRp due to loss of SR messages due to low PDR
of the vehicles.

VII. HD MAP: A USE CASE
The proposed RETALIN scheme is compared against PF and
QoS by considering a HD map use case of vehicles in this
section.

A. HD MAP
HD Map is considered as one of the key technologies for
driving in future. With a centimeter-accurate visual represen-
tation of the roads and surrounding environment, it can as-
sist (autonomous) vehicles with decision-making, perception,
navigation, and localization. In fact, HD Map dissemination
is a content-centric network service that puts tight constraints
on latency [55]. For this reason, HD Map can be deployed at
the edge of the network (MEC server) to reduce access delay.
The MEC server constructs the HD Map using the on-board
sensor data received from the vehicles over cellular networks
(e.g., 5G NR) [56]. Vehicles do not transmit data in raw
format, typically processed and aggregated data is transferred
to the MEC server. The HD map so constructed is sent to the
vehicles by the MEC server. In recent years, cartographers
(e.g., TomTom and HERE) have released standards for high-

precision maps such as OpenDrive, NDS, and vector HD
Maps.

TABLE 4: Simulation Parameters for HD Map Use Case

Parameter Value
5G NR numerology (µ) 0, 1, 2
MEC Task scheduler OCTANE [7]
5G NR MAC Scheduler RETALIN, PF, QoS [33]
5G QoS Identifier (5QI) 75, GBR_V2X

CPU Clock frequency of
MEC server 80 GHz [57]

Vehicle’s CPU clock frequency 2 GHz [57]
Number of Jobs per vehicle [1, 2]

Input size of the job Mean: 6 Kb
Variance: 10 Kb
Bound: 5 Kb

CPU cycles required per job [4,140] Mcycles [58]
Deadline of job [100,150] msec [59]

Resource Blocks (RBs)
threshold per Job 1000 RBs

Job threshold per vehicle
per second 12

Interval for maximum data transfer
per vehicle 100 msec

Job generation per vehicle 0.1 sec
MCS threshold of a vehicle 5

B. SIMULATION SETUP
Using the same experimental setup as in Section VI, the
vehicles in this scenario are assumed to be equipped addi-
tionally with On-Board Units (OBUs) responsible for sens-
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(e) PDR (µ = 2).
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FIGURE 12: Result observed in case of RETALIN and PF by varying speed of vehicles for UL packet size of L = 1400 bytes.
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FIGURE 13: Sequence diagram of MapOffloading for HD
MAP Use Case.

ing and limited processing of tasks related to the HD Map
application. Additionally, an MEC server is co-located at the
gNodeB, functioning as a nearby cloud infrastructure that
enables vehicles to enhance their computing capabilities for
constructing the HD Map. The system model for HD Map
is shown Fig. 14, and simulation parameters are given in
Table 4. Vehicles transmit various data related to the HD
Map to the MEC server. Each vehicle generates various HD
Map-related tasks, such as sensor data collection, sensor
data analysis, and HD Map updates [60]. Notably, the anal-
ysis of sensor data is a computationally intensive task that
necessitates offloading to the MEC server via 5G NR. To
facilitate this process, we have developed a job (aka task)

offloading application called MapOffloading, built upon the
Udp-Client-Server application of NS-3. The client applica-
tion is deployed on the vehicles, while the server application
is hosted on the MEC server. The client application can be
programmed to generate jobs with different attributes, includ-
ing input sizes, deadlines, and CPU cycle requirements, at
specific intervals. Vehicles retain the autonomy to determine
whether to send jobs to the MEC server for execution or
handle them locally. Conversely, the MEC server receives
offloading requests from various vehicles and responds with
offloading decisions tailored to each vehicle. Herein, the job
latency adheres to the specifications outlined in the 5GCAR
deliverable [58], while other parameters are set according
to the guidelines provided in [57]. A sequence diagram,
depicted in Fig. 13, illustrates the process of job offloading
between vehicles and the MEC server over 5G NR.

The sequence diagram demonstrates the following phases
and steps:

• JobGeneration: Vehicles generate jobs for the HD-Map
application.

• LocalExecution: Vehicle determines whether jobs can
be executed locally or need to be offloaded to a MEC
server.

• SendRequest: If offloading is necessary, a request to
offload the jobs is sent to the MEC server.

• RequestReceived: The MEC server collects offloading
requests from all vehicles generating requests.

• OCTANE: At the MEC server, OCTANE [7], an itera-
tive solution, is utilized to address the offloading deci-
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sion problem, taking into account the deadline, radio,
and computational resource requirements of the vehi-
cles’ jobs. OCTANE incorporates different simulation
parameters, as specified in Table 4. These parameters
include the job threshold, which signifies the number of
jobs that can be admitted to the MEC server for a ve-
hicle, and the MCS threshold, which indicates the mini-
mum required MCS value for a vehicle to be considered.
Furthermore, the maximum data transfer parameter per
vehicle determines the upper limit of data that can be
transmitted for a vehicle. The RBs threshold per job
represents the maximum RBs that can be allocated to
a job; otherwise, the job will be rejected. The primary
objective of this phase is to maximize the number of
successfully completed jobs for each vehicle with the
assistance of the MEC server, while ensuring fairness
among all the vehicles in the HD Map use case.

• SendResponse: The MEC server sends a response to
each vehicle regarding the offloading decision.

• JobOffload: Vehicle receive the response from MEC
server and process it.

• SendData: If the MEC server’s response is positive, the
job data is offloaded to the MEC server.

• JobReceived: Confirmation that the job is received at the
MEC server without any packet loss.

• RunJob: The job is executed at the MEC server.

U
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gNB
Radio resource allocation
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Computational resource allocation

UPF MEC

FIGURE 14: System Model for HP Map Use Case.

C. PERFORMANCE METRICS AND RELATED WORK
FOR COMPARISON

In our previous work, we introduced OCTANE [7], which
operates at the application layer within the MEC server to
select jobs in the HD Map use case. OCTANE aims to
optimize resource utilization in the MEC server. Notably,
in this use case, OCTANE runs at the application layer,
while PF, QoS and RETALIN operate at the MAC layer.
We conducted simulations with different combinations of
algorithms, namely OCTANE+PF, OCTANE+QoS and OC-
TANE+RETALIN, all tested under the same scenarios and
conditions.

In the HD Map use case, we consider Offloading Success
Rate (OSR) as one of the key performance metrics. A job is
treated as a success when it is offloaded to the MEC server
and executed within its deadline. OSR is defined as the ratio
of the number of successfully executed jobs by the MEC
server to the total number of offloading jobs requests received
by the MEC server. OSR is measured at the MEC server
for different schemes in different vehicular scenarios. The
Offloading Rate (OR) is another metric that we use. OR is
the ratio of the number of jobs offloaded to the MEC server
to the total number of requests received by the MEC server.
The difference in OSR and OR is derived from the jobs which
are offloaded but did not get successfully executed within
their deadlines by the MEC server. Moreover, we considered
Average Job Response Time (AJRT) as the delay in the time
when a vehicle has requested a job to be offloaded and got the
response from the MEC server. Average Job Offloading Time
(AJOT) is the time taken for a vehicle to send the job to a
MEC server after getting a response from MEC server. AJRT
and AJOT dictate OSR and OR of a vehicle; for example,
vehicles’ poor channel conditions may increase AJRT and
AJOT, thereby decreasing OSR and OR. If a vehicle decides
to run a job locally, that job is excluded from OSR and OR
calculations.

D. PERFORMANCE RESULTS
In Fig. 15a, we show the variation in OSR for OCTANE+PF,
OCTANE+QoS and OCTANE+RETALIN for three numerolo-
gies by setting Vspeed = 60kmph and L = 1000 bytes. We
observe that by increasing the numerology from µ = 0 to
µ = 2; OSR decreases. Here, OCTANE+PF, OCTANE+QoS
and OCTANE+RETALIN have OSR of 83%, 64%, 2% and
84%, 78%, 31% and 84%, 81%, 56% in case of µ = 0,
µ = 1, µ = 2, respectively. On the other hand, as shown in
Fig. 15b, OR remains almost same for all the numerologies.
Constant OR indicates that jobs that are getting offloaded
for all the numerologies considered, but OSR is degrading
for higher numerologies which reflects that more and more
jobs are not getting executed within the stipulated deadline
of HD map application in case of higher numerologies.
OSR degradation is due to increase in AJOT and AJRT
values as can be seen in Figs. 15c and 15d, respectively.
As compared to OCTANE+PF and OCTANE+QoS, OC-
TANE+RETALIN reduces AJOT by 16%, 6% as can be seen
in Fig. 15c. As we know, AJOT and AJRT are inextricably
linked together to complete the jobs within their deadlines.
OCTANE+RETALIN decreases AJRT as compared to OC-
TANE+PF and OCTANE+QoS, thereby increasing OSR of
vehicles for µ = 0 and µ = 1. But, AJRT for OCTANE+PF
and OCTANE+QoS drastically increases to 135 msec and
125 msec in case of µ = 2 and due to this OSR reduces to 2%
and 31%, respectively. Impressively, OCTANE+RETALIN is
able to maintain its AJRT at 89 msec in case of µ = 2 and
due to this its OSR is reasonably good (56%).

AJRT and AJOT are mainly affected due to E2E packet
delay, as can be seen in Fig. 16a for all the numerologies.
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FIGURE 15: Variation in OSR, OR, AJOT, AJRT for the HD Map application for different numerologies with Vspeed =
60kmph and L = 1000 bytes.

Here, we can observe that for µ = 2, the E2E delay increased
to 65.8 msec in the case of OCTANE+PF and 57.6 msec
in the case of OCTANE+QoS. As mentioned in the previous
section, this increase in delay is attributed to the interplay
between factors such as decodingLatency, processing de-
lays, the uplink (UL) mechanism, different IPATs of the
vehicles due to job sizes and deadlines, and fragmentation of
packets due to varying channel conditions. As a consequence
of this interplay, SRp and BSRavg are increased as shown in
Fig. 16b and Fig. 16c, which negatively affect the E2E delay.
However, AJOT is reduced for OCTANE+RETALIN and due
to this its OSR is high when compared to OCTANE+PF.
In this way, OCTANE+RETALIN achieved efficient radio
resource allocation, better offloading choices, and better job
assignment for the HD Map use case.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we proposed RETALIN, a two-phase UL grant-
based scheme for radio resource allocation in 5G NR. In
the first phase, RETALIN clears the backlog queues of the
UEs by granting resources for the pending Scheduling Re-
quests (SRs) from the UEs based on the probability of SR

in a TTI and backlog threshold of vehicles. In the second
phase, RETALIN allocates radio resources to the UEs based
on normalized buffer values and violation probability of
the queues using the current RLC buffer status of UEs.
By means of this two-phase radio resources allocation, RE-
TALIN is capable of subsisting generation of SRs in the
network, thereby increasing PDR and reducing E2E delay
of the UEs. Simulation results are performed using the 5G-
LENA module with mobility traces taken from SUMO us-
ing OpenStreetMap. The outcomes demonstrated that the
proposed RETALIN scheduling algorithm reduces link delay
by 22% and 25% for numerologies 1 and 2, respectively,
thereby reducing E2E delay of the applications over state-of-
art schedulers QoS scheduler, as well as baseline schedulers
such as Round Robin (RR) and Proportional Fair (PF). The
results showed that RETALIN is capable of achieving a better
trade-off between SR and BSR for higher numerologies with
different packet sizes and traffic patterns. Further, RETALIN
increases Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR) and reduces SRs. In
the case of a High Definition Map (HD Map) application,
RETALIN assists in increasing the Offloading Success Rate
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FIGURE 16: Performance Results of the HD Map application for different numerologies with Vspeed = 60kmph and L = 1000
bytes.

(OSR) by 17% over the QoS scheduler.
As part of the future work, one could take advantage of

configured grant feature of 5G NR to reduce E2E delay
further. The configured grant pre-allocates radio resources to
UEs, thereby decreasing UL signaling overhead.
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